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Penguin Books Ltd, United Kingdom, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New. 6 ed. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Red Templar is Paul Christopher s sixth book in the historical thriller series
following John Holliday on his quest to uncover the secrets of the ancient Templar Order. Army
Ranger and historian John Holliday has spent his life crossing the globe uncovering the truth
behind the ancient Templar Order. Now, finally returning home, he is intercepted at by a mysterious
Russian, Genrikhovich, with an astonishing secret. Genrikhovich claims to know the location of the
long-lost Templar sword, Aos - one of four taken from the Holy Land at the fall of Acre. He believes it
is the companion to Holliday s own Templar sword. Holliday is sent on a deadly and bloody quest
into the dark heart of Russia, where the Templars have wielded power for centuries.But can
Genrikhovich be trusted? Will Holliday s hunting for the truth finally kill him? And what is the
greatest Templar secret of all?Red Templar is Paul Chritopher s latest action-packed conspiracy
thriller that will take readers to the heart of an ancient secret society. Paul Christopher is the
pseudonym of a bestselling US novelist who lives...
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ReviewsReviews

Very good electronic book and beneficial one. It can be rally interesting throgh reading time period. You can expect to like the way the writer publish this
publication.
-- Miss Eden Walter Jr.-- Miss Eden Walter Jr.

Merely no words and phrases to describe. I really could comprehended almost everything using this created e pdf. Your daily life period will be change
once you full reading this ebook.
-- Mr. Ladarius Stoltenberg-- Mr. Ladarius Stoltenberg
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